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Our numerical model uses a stochastic NLSE that rigorously includes spontaneous Raman scattering and quantumlimited input pulse shot noise [ 2 ] . Simulations were used to model experiments where 0.85 nJ pulses at 810 nm were injected into 15 cm of microstructure fibre. The pulse bandwidth was a constant 45 nm, but an external prism pair induced a variable chirp and thus varied the duration of the injected pulses. The stability of the output SC was quantified in terms of the relative intensity noise (RIN) in dBc/Hz measured within an 8 nm bandwidth in 10 n m increments across the spectrum. For near zero chirp 22 fs input pulses , Fig l(a) shows the output spectrum and RIN as a function of wavelength, comparing experiment (solid lines) and simulation (dashed lines). The simulations reproduce well the wavelength-dependent structure of both the spectrum and the RIN. Additional experiments have studied the variation in spectral width and median RIN across the SC as a function of input pulse chirp, and These simulation results were obtained including both input pulse shot noise and spontaneous Raman scattering, but additional simulations considering each noise source separately have clarified that the dominant contribution to the SC noise is (by more than an order of magnitude) the input pulse shot noise. Although the level of input shot noise itself is low (-170 dBc/Hz) it is strongly amplified to macroscopic levels as a result of modulational-instability (MI) effects in the fiber. Although this noise does represent a fundamental limit to SC stability, its amplitude can be minimised by using shorter input pulses where MI effects are reduced. Significantly, our results show using near transform-limited input pulses shorter than 30 fs simultaneously minimises the noise and maximises the spectral width to generate low noise SC spanning more than an octave. ..
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